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From  
Principal’s  Desk ...

Dear Parents / Students,

Season’s Greetings! Today, the role of a school is not only to 
pursue academic excellence but also to motivate and 
empower its students to be lifelong learners, critical thinkers, 
and productive members of an ever-changing global society. 

As DPS Panvel grooms its first batch of Grade XII it is 
necessary to empower them to negotiate several issues that 
confront them, with the teacher being a facilitator. The talents, 
skills, and abilities of each student is identified, nurtured, and 
encouraged so that he / she is able to reach greater heights. 
Students are provided with a platform to think, express, and 
exhibit their skills. This could be possible because of the 
constant support, trust and encouragement from our Stake 
holders.

We had pledged to transform education. The school that is 
being run under the aegis of well-established Management 
has earned its own niche not only in Mumbai but across the 
globe as we welcome student’s admission requests from far 
and wide. We are grateful to the management for their 
foresightedness and constant support to reach greater 
heights each day. Now the hard work begins to sustain the 
growth and we are confident that with everyone’s blessings, 
teachers and student’s commitment we shall succeed in 
these testing times too.

We at DPS, Senior secondary school strive to meet the 
Standards which are set in NEP and prepare our students to 
excel in their board exams and future competitions. DPS 
Panvel has already made its goodwill in having the best 

Humanities faculty with a varied selection of skill courses to 
select from. Dramatic influence of globalization and technology 
on today’s society demand more prepared, skilled and 
sophisticated work force from the citizens. Equipping 
tomorrow’s citizens with the tools to master these critical skills 
is our obligation today and hence we plan to introduce our 
students to different vocational courses and opportunities to 
meet professionals in different fields for working towards 
honing the skills of their vocation choice. The reforms being 
proposed today realign our educational values. They will reward 
performance rather than attendance, and outcomes rather than 
the process. By taking hold of exciting options ranging from 
partnership to innovative pedagogy, education across DPS 
Panvel will be infused with the unfettered ability and 
enthusiasm to teach and learn.

The parents are the most strengthening power in molding the 
future of children. Their consistent support empowers us to do 
more and more. I pay my gratitude to them for their faith in us. I 
am confident enough that the Dipsites will make themselves 
stronger day by day, adding a new leaf to the grandeur of the 
school.

In continuation to our efforts we continue to care and connect 
with our parent community .So welcome to one more season of 
Dil ki Baat . To know more flip to the DIL KI BAAT -Season 2 
supplement .

- Mrs. Anita Dua 

Principal 
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NEWSLETTER AT A GLANCE



DPS Panvel started with their second batch of 
Grade 11 ,session 2021-22 from the 22nd April, 
2021. The students and Parents were invited 
for a virtual Orientation ceremony on the 21st 
April . 

We had a very special person with us whose 
presence is mesmerizing because he believes 
that effort to use psychology is not to measure 
life by multiple choice tests.

One whose focus is to sort out real or imaginary 
dilemmas and to analyze and motivate people.

A psychologist, trainer, educationist, life coach 
and an HRD consultant whose training has 
inspired many people to realize their true 
potential and ensue on the path of personal 
growth and accomplishment.

I would like to quote here "A man who after 
decades of service to the world continues on 
his mission with unflinching zeal & unnerving 
pace" 

The Managing Director of HLS India. One of the 
leading psychologists in our country . DPS 
Panvel is fortunate to have him as the HR 
mentor of School DPS Panvel.

Mr. Amitabh Mohan. The session became a 
complete chrysalis through his enriching and 
motivating thoughts . Students also got a 
ground to discuss and enquire about their 
future paths and prospects . It was as though 
time had stood still . Watch some glimpses 
from the Orientation day 

ORISSA

ASSEMBLY ON

INTEGRATION
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https://drive.google.com/file/d/16QEdtUhW91K913V7m15N5AiMPCQc_JN_/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/13HEfaUevbNgxoEcjm1bi4l8FnL7VE8RO/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YWJH0onMj6AizKyW8dG8FSpje0-fkqYj/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mu413Q0CZnpSxJIxOXZNGMFW2wyQirxI/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1alJ1x2pF-Ll8bFyE33cLIe_kWvHPQZox/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1PqrDTBH34Z9R14BvyzL3ib3getIemzi6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xiWHL9xknDKMKW0MqXJN6B98XgU0OCb8/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/16eEME1WjmnUVt0CH16-mnI1NUIhHcm5U/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1x_L2TtDGhW148PQPGvNR1c6UXxk1ATZ1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1fT2ON9RIN5wZNS2EjXH6tUzLxcNITPgc/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xYRYWLJHSmbi2MPKZ0riE1copmKyEiNu/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UfN169VRLfNcF2y7McBtD1XLkGTQLE_V/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/17C_ItVWbtw5zh10eAg_FJ9i7hzKSNePt/view?usp=sharing


'Board Examination' is a term that 

makes me feel pressured and 

anxious all the time. The current 

situation of our country is not stable 

due to the pandemic hence we are 

learning from ONLINE Classes. I 

face some challenges in learning 

like Lack of physical interaction 

technology and network issues and 

too much screen time which leads 

to headaches. Then I'm trying my 

best to concentrate and absorb the 

concepts accordingly.  But it's 

always said 'Something is better 

than Nothing' therefore I appreciate 

the effort everyone is putting in 

from our School so that we don't 

stop learning. I have opted for 

SCIENCE (PCB).

It's difficult but not impossible that I 

can't do. Our school provides us 

with all the information required to 

understand the concepts clearly . I 

have also joined coaching classes 

for competitive exams (NEET) 

where I get to practice question 

papers  which boosts  up my 

confidence. On a personal note 

Being in a CBSE board NCERT is my 

bible and every single line in it is 

important.

Making notes has always helped 

me to revise concepts easily, 

especially in biology. Creating a 

balance time table and following it 

diligently will help me reach my 

goals. I'm struggling a bit in physics 

but it is always said Practical's 

make a person perfect ; also Hard 

work is the key to success keeping 

that in mine I hope the situation gets 

normal soon and all the best to 

everyone for our preparation of 

board examinations.

Preity Patil
Grade 12

First of all the boards exams are very important part of 

students education because this results allows the 

students to know that in which field they want to enter 

and what they aspire to become in their lives. We should 

always think that within no time we will have our boards 

and start preparing it wholeheartedly . Although last 

year or this year in 2021 the board exams of 12 standard 

are being postponed because of the critical situation 

but we need be prepared because we don't know 

weather in the coming year when are we going to have 

our boards are this are going to decide our future so 

rather than wasting our time in some or other 

meaningless works and not studying. 

Dhvani Marthak

Grade 12

Students of grade 12th face a big 
challenge that will help them achieve their 
goals in the future, the class 12th board 
examination. The 12th board examination 
is very crucial in a student’s life as all the 
universities in India consider the board 
exam marks to admit students into their 
colleges. Students preparing for board 
exams are usually dealing with a lot of 
pressure that makes it hard for them to 
concentrate.

After starting with my 12th classes I felt a 
little overwhelmed, but eventually I calmed 
down because of the guidance from my 
teachers. I learned about ways in which I 
can cope up with the pressure and do my 
best. These are some methods that I use 

for preparing for my board examination:

1. Instead of mugging up everything I try 
to write while studying. I make notes, 
pictorial representations and flow 
charts. Writing things down helps me 
grasp the content thoroughly.

2. I tend to practice the topics that I’m 
weak at every weekend. It helps me to 
understand the topics.

3. Revising the topics that are taught on 
the same day is very eminent. It really 
helps me to connect the topics to each 
other.

4. While making notes for my subjects, I 
try to be a little more creative with it. 
Adding a little color to the notes makes 

it interesting to read and helps me in 
remembering the points.

5. Reading the NCERT textbooks is a 
very important part of preparations for 
board examination, studying using 
other books is also beneficial but 
before doing that I prefer to read and 
understand the NCERT altogether.

It is possible that things may not go 
exactly as planned, some complications 
may arise. Learn

from your mistakes and try not to repeat 
them. That is the ultimate MANTRA

By Amardeep Shetty

Grade 12

PREPARATION FOR GRADE 12TH BOARD EXAMINATIONS
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GURUDEV REBINDRANATH TAGORE JAYANTI ACTIVITYMOTHER’S DAY ACTIVITY

EARTH DAY ACTIVITY

920 901 0099www.dpspanvel.com

www.facebook.com/PanvelDPS

email : info@dpspanvel.com

www.instagram.com/panveldps twitter.com/panveldps
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Mother Earth, Mother Earth,

It's a great  place to be.

Mother Earth, Mother Earth,

Home planet for you and me.

Look after our Earth with care,

‘Cos it's a planet  we all share. 

Humans, animals, plants and trees,

Let's live  together  in harmony. 

In ourselves  we must  take  pride, 

For our future  we need to strive.

Be kind it worthwhile,

light  the  world up with you smile!

Mother Earth, Mother Earth,

It's a great  place to be.

Mother Earth, Mother Earth ,

Home planet for you and me.

It's a great place  to be,

In peace and harmony. 

        MOTHER  EARTH

Punyai Raut

Roll No -10
Class - 4th,
Section - C

Bhoo, Bhoomi, Dharti, Janani…..Earth
All have the same Arth

All that evolves, have to perish
Then why don't we always cherish?

Every moment and not just one day…
     …… as EARTH DAY

'Coz we should never forget
Whatever we want from Mother Earth…

we get
Do not scatter garbage, may it be dry or wet

Every person should be a protector
of Mother Earth And not a THREAT.

EARTH DAY

By Sushmita W.
Teacher

https://drive.google.com/file/d/143erJwa0b4lconRXFxKJL8esmAVdK9z-/view?usp=sharing
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